The results of this four-year researchprogram are documentedin the following published and asyet unpublishedpapers. One might think that geometrodynamics could solve the causality problem, but it does not. According to GR, the gravitational potential at any given point in space is really a spacetime curvature.
The most distant matter has already left its (retarded) local signature in the spacetime geometry of any point. This is
true, but what this accomplishes is simply to specify the geodesic path for a fl'eely moving object. Curved spacetime is no more capable of generating a force in and of itself than is flat spacetime. If an object is forced to move along some other path, i.e. to accelerate, geometrodynamics itself cannot be the source of a force.
One is merely back to the square-one argument that one has to overcome the inertia of an object to make it deviate from the local geodesic; but that of course takes us full circle: one has to assume inertia to explain inertia in the context of geometrodynamics.
Whether one accelerates an object in curved spacetime or in flat spacetime amounts to the same thing, viz. forced deviation from the local geodesic path. But this tells us immediately that the spacetime curvature itself does not generate forces anymore than does ordinary space.
The point is that geometrodynamcs does not offer any way out of the problem of instantaneous gravitational induction of a reaction force over billions of light years that appears locally as inertia in the Machian view.
Gravitomagnetisln and Transient Mass Terms
A report by the National Academy of Sciences in 1986 [2] declared that "At present there is no experimental evidence arguing for or against the existence of the gravitomagnetic effects predicted by, general relativity."
This report led to the publication in 1988 by Nordvedt [3] of arguments in favor of the existence of gravitomagnetism which appear to be irrefutable unless one discards both special and general relativity. One case involves the classical GR effect of light deflection by the Sun. How would the light deflection measurement be modified for an observer moving radially away from the Sun at a sufficiently large distance. This is easily calculated by a Lorentz transformation from a stationary to a moving frame with respect to the Sun.
According to relativity, one can just as well assume, though, that the moving observer is stationary and the Sun is moving away: the calculated deflection had better be the same. Nordvedt show that it is not.., unless one assumes the existence of a gravitational vector potential. The effects of a gravitational potential make therequirement for theNordvedt formulation to yieldthem, = m 9 identity aspect of Mach's principle is 4(I_ = c2. Compare this to Eq. (4) where _ = c 2 is required to make the connection between gravitation and inertia.
Given the inherent uncertainty in how to properly' judge the gravitational potential of the entire Universe, a factor of four should perhaps not be worrisome.
In the discussion above, my was assumed to represent the graxqtationa] mass of a small object. This is an important limitation: an ordinary object of matter will possess gravitational self-energy. Would the identity of rni with mu still hold if in addition to the summation of masses of atoms or molecules in an object one adds the mass equivalent of the interaction energy?
If it is assumed that mi = m u when mu includes the self-energy term, then there results an acceleratiorl-dependent correction to the inertial reaction of a body, or to rni in this Machian perspective. This is called the Nordvedt effect. A nice discusion of it has been given in the book by' Ohanian and Ruffini and an article by Will. [4] It appears to be a necessary correction to properly account for the highly precise observations of the orbit of the moon, for example.
The Nordvedt effect and Machian inertia are very similar effects but on different scales. In Machian inertia, acceleration of an object with respect to the gravitational potential of the entire Universe generates a reaction force which we interpret as inertia and we thus attribute inertial mass mi to an object on this basis. In the Nordvedt effect, acceleration of an object with respect to the potential of its own self-interaction generates a much smaller but not necessarily negligible reaction force which we may interpret as a mass shift, 6m_. For the case of the earth, the Nordvedt effect results in a mass shift 6mi = 3.5 x 10-_mi which must be taken into account for the most precise celestial dynamics.
The self-energy potential of the Earth and its acceleration are essentially unchanging in magnitude, so that _r_z, is a constant. But if rapid changes in the self-energy potentials of objects could be induced, significant changes in 6rni might result.
The Nordvedt effect was the inspiration for a series of papers by Woodward, beginrfing in 1990 [5] 
where ,z,n,_ is a postulated cutoff in frequency.
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There These experiments indicate a counterintuitive phenomenon that might be called "no-photon interference." In short, the cavity prevents an atom from emitting a photon because that photon would have interfered destructively with itself had it ever e.xisted. But this begs a philosophical question: How can the photon "know," even before being emitted, whether the cavity is the right or wrong size?
There is no such paradox if the inhibition of spontaneous emission reflects merely a reduction by the cavity of the zero-point fluctuations which are actually doing the stinmlating which only appears to be spontaneous.
The effect most often attributed to the zero-point fluctuations is the Casimir force which has recently been well measured [10] . One physical interpretation of the Casimir force is that it is a radiation pressure from the zero-point fluctuations [11] ; however the Casimir force, and other effects such as the Lamb Shift and van der Waals forces, can equally be attributed to either radiation-reaction fields (due to the quantum motions 
/o)
In the frame of refcrence of the object, r = t. and thus we have for the four-force per unit density
where f is tile ordinary three-force (per unit density).
In the Machian view, the gravitational induction force constitutes inertia, and so the divergence of the force is the negative of the gravitational source term. The induction effect is automatically included via the first term in the four-divergence.
Anticipating a mass shift we write
The four-divergence of a four-vector is
and since f=-VO--V-f=-V2o
(c) 
The application of these operators to states of a quantum oscillator results in lowering or raising of tim state:
Since tlle lowering operator produces zero when acting upon the ground state.
the ground state energy of the quantum oscillator, t0), nmst be greater than zero.
1t_.,Io),
and thus for excited states (1) 
Using generalized mode coordinates analogous to momentum (Pk) and position (Qk) in the manner of (2ab) above one can write Ak and A_ ,as
In terms of these variables, the single-mode energy is (9) + _Or,).
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Equation (8) is analogous to (2), as is Equation (9) One possibility is that this will never be solved and forever remain a mystery.
Another possibility is that this car, be explained and that the present approach offers a truly new insight. Inertial mass is only one of several manifestations of the concept of mass. If a ZPF-scattering process can account, at least in part, for inertial mass is there an analogous basis for the E = mc 2 relation? This equation is Universally regarded as a statement that one kind of thing (energy) can be transformed into a totally different kind of thing (mass), and vice versa. Following an epistemology of observables, we propose that this is not the case, and that just as the physical reality of inertial mass is force, the physical reality of rest mass is energy. In preliminary attempta to develop the Sakharov [8] conjecture of a vacuum-fluctuation model for gravity, Hestenes and i,:ruger [9] proposed that the E = mc 2 relationship reflected the internal energy associated with Zitterbewegun9 of fundamental particles (see also Puthoff [10] for a similar suggestion). Zitterbewgung, so named by Schrbdinger [11] , can be understood as the oscillatory motion associated with the center of charge operator in the electron with respect to the center of mass operator. It can be interpreted as a motion of the center of charge around the averaged center of mass point. It is attributed in stochastic electrodynanfics to the fluctuations induced by the ZPF. In the Dirac theory of the electron the eigenvalues of the Zitterbewegung velocity are +c (see [12] ), and the amplitude of these oscillations are on the order of b In this respect, the fact that here we deal with a vector field that has a Poynting vector and not with a scalar field may be critical. For simple scalar fields such a resistance opposing aecleration is not present. This has been reviewed and studied by, e.g., Jaekel and Raynaud [6] . Here however [5] we are dealing with a vector field with a well defined Poynting vector and associated momentum density c j. p. Vigier [7] has proposed that there is a contribution to inertia due to the interaction of the accelerated particle with the surrounding virtual particles of the Dirac vacuum. 
This appears to result in a u a ultraviolet catastrophe in the second term. In the context of SED, however, that divergence is not fatal. This component now refers not to measurable excess radiation from a heated object, but rather to a uniform, isotropic background radiation field that cannot be directly measured because of its homogeneity and isotropy. This approach of Einstein and Stern to understanding the blackbody spectrum was not developed further thereafter, and was essentially forgotten for the next fifty years until its rediscovery by Marshall [15] . In recent times, several modern derivations of the blackbody, function using classical physics u:ith a real ZPF but without quantization (i.e. SED) have been presented mainly by Boyer (see Boyer [21] and references therein; also de la Peng and Cetto [3] for a thorough review and references to other authors).
In other words, if one grants the existence of a real ZPF, the correct blackbody formula for the thermal emission of matter seems to naturally follow from classical physics without quantization. It used the more sophisticated Fokker-Planck approach (see [24] and references therein) and it involved other dynamic quantities such as momentum and not just average energies. But, being subrelativistic, these models assumed the electron to be a purely pointlike particle with no structure and therefore neglected Zitterbewegung and spin, ingredients that surely are relevant and probably essential for the stability conjecture of the hydrogen atom. This was discussed in detail by Rueda [25] ; see also Haisch, Rueda and Puthoff [26] and de la Pefia and Cetto [3] for a general discussion and references. The ultrarelativistic point-electron motions should be an essential ingredient not only in the constitution of the particle itself but also in the stability of its states in the hydrogen atom. This is why an SED theory at subrelativistic speeds and without possibilities to apprehend the particle structure features is unlikely to succeed in solving problems such as that of the stability of the hydrogen atom. The fact that tt independently appears in the ZPF spectrum and in the spin of the electron clearly points towards their common origin. The
proper SED study of this will require not only the difficulties of the ultrarelativistic speeds of the electron point charge but also should give rise to stochastic non-linear differential equations with colored noise that are beyond present-day techniques. [25] 3
The zero-point field in accelerating reference frames
The ZPF spectral energy density 4_rh_ 3
would indeed be analogous to a spatially uniform constant offset that cancels out when considering net energy fluxes. However an important discovery was made in the mid-1970s that showed that the ZPF acquires special characteristics when viewed from an accelerating frame. acceleration, for whichthereexistsanextensive literature, the response of a model particle detector mimicstheeffect ofits beingimmersed in a bathof tlmrmal radiation(tileso-called Unruheffect).
This "heat bath"is a quantum phenomenon. The "temperature" is negligible for mostaccelerations. Only in theextremely largegravitational fieldsofblackholes orin high-energy particle collisions canthisbecome significant. Thiseffect hasbeenstudied usingbothQED [28] 
density of the ZPF:
The momentum of the object is of tile form
Thus, one can also obtain the relativistic equation
The origin of inertia, in this picture, becomes remarkably intuitive. 
and _c_ = "_a_, C , a_, a = %57,.,c (15a) Moreover there is a substantial literature attempting to associate spin with ZitterbeweguT_9 tracing back to the work of SchrSdinger [11] ; see for example Huang [12] and Barut and Zanghi [37] . In the context of ascribing the Zitterbewegung to the fluctuations produced by the ZPF, it has been proposed that spin may be traced back to the (circular) polarization of the electromagnetic field, i.e. particle spin may derive fl'om the spin of photons in the electromagnetic quantum vacuum [5] . It is well known, in ordinary quantum theory, that the introduction of h into the ZPF energy density spectrum
Pzp(_) of eqn. (2) is made via the harmonic-oscillators-quantization of tile electromagnetic modes and that this introduction of t_ is totally independent fl'om the simultaneous introduction of tL into the particle spin.
The idea expounded herein points however towards a connection between the h in pzp(o:) and the h in the spin of the electron. In spite of a suggestive preliminary proposal, an exact detailed model of this connection remains to be developed [25] . Finally, although we amply acknowledge that other vacuum fields besides the electromagnetic do contribute to inertia, no attempt has been made within the context of the present work to explore that extension. thatspacetime is curved in thefirst place. Thisraises theinteresting possibility' thatGRmaybesuccessful andvetnot because spacetime is reallycurved: ratherbecause the point-to-point changes in thedielectric (refractive) properties ofspace in the presence ofmattercreate theillusionofgeometrical curvature. A PV typeofmodel does notdirectlyrelategravitation to theZPF(ortothe moregeneral quantum vacuum) but it doesappear to provide a theoretical framework conducive to developing the conjecture of Sakharov that it is changes in theZPFthatcreate gravitational forces. Thereweresome earlypioneering attempts, inspired by Sakharov's conjecture, to link gravityto the vacuum fromaquantum fieldtheoretical viewpoint (byAmati,Adlerandothers, see discussion andreferences in Misner, ThorneandWheeler [39] )aswellaswithinSED(see Surdin[40] ).Thefirst stepin developing Sakharov's conjecture in anydetailwithin the classical context of nonrelativistic SEDwasthe workof Puthoff [10] .In this approach gravityis treatedasa residuum forcein the manner of thevanderWaals forces. Expressed in themostrudimentary waythiscanbeviewed asfollows. Theelectriccomponent of theZPFcauses a given charged particletooscillate. Such oscillations giveriseto secondary electromagnetic fields. Anadjacent charged particle will thusexperience boththeZPFdrivingforces causing it tooscillate, andin addition forces dueto thesecondary fieldsproduced bytheZPF-driven oscillations ofthefirstparticle. Similarly, theZPF-driven oscillations ofthesecond particle wiltcause theirownsecondary fieldsactingback uponthefirst particle.Theneteffect is anattractive forcebetween the particles. Thesignof thecharge does notmatter:it onlyaffects thephasing oftheinteractions. UnliketheCoulomb force which, classically viewed, actsdirectlybetween charged particles, thisinteraction ismediated byextremely rnimlte propagating secondary fieldscreated bytheZPF-driven oscillations, andsoisenormously weaker thantheCoulomb force. Gravitation, in thisview,appears tobea long-range interaction akinto thevanderWaals force. [43] .) The other side of this argument is of course that as electromagnetic radiation is not made of polarizable entities one might naively no longer expect deviation of light rays by massive bodies. We speculate however that such deviation will be part of a fully relativistic theory that besides the ZPF properly takes into account the polarization of the Dirac vacuum when light rays pass through the particle-antiparticle Dirac sea. It should act, in effect, as a medium with an index of refraction modified in the vicinity, of massive objects. This is very nmch in line with the original Sakharov [8] concept. Indeed, within a more general field-theoretical fl-amework one would expect that the role of the ZPF in the inertia and gravitation developments mentioned above will be played by, a more general quantum vacuum field, as was already suggested in the HRP appendix. [44] states concerning protons andneutrons: "Most of themass ofordinary matter,forsure, is the pureenergy ofmoving quarks andgluons.Theremainder, a quantitatively smallbut qualitatively crucial remainder --it includes the mass of electrons --is all ascribed to the confounding influence of a pervasive medium, the Higgsfield condensate." Anexplanation of protonandneutron masses in termsof theenergies of quarkmotions and gluonfieldsfallsshortof offering anyinsight oninertiaitself.Oneis nocloser to anunderstanding ofhow thisenergy somehow acquires theproperty ofresistance to acceleration knownasinertia.Putanother way, a quantitative equivalence between energy andmass does not address theoriginof inertialreaction forces.
Manyphysicists apparently believe that ore" conjecture ofinertiaoriginating in thevacuum fieldsis at. oddswith theHiggs hypothesis for theoriginof mass. Thishappens because of the pervasive, onemight evensayinvisible, assmnption that inertiacanonlybeintrinsicto mass andthusif theHiggsmechanism creates mass oneautomatically hasanexplanation for inertia.If inertiais intrinsicto mass aspostulated by Newton, thenit (inertia)cannot simultaneously haveanextrinsicbasisderivingfromeithertheHiggs fieldor fromourproposed mechanism whereby realreaction forces aregenerated by the quantum vacua. However if oneaccepts thatthereis indeed anextrinsic originfortheinertiareaction force, beit thegravity fieldof thesurrounding matterof the Universe (Mach's Principle) or beit the electromagnetic quantum vacuum (or moregenerally thequantum vacua) thatwepropose, thenthequestion ofhowmass originates --possibly by a Higgs mechanism --is a separate issue fromthe property of inertia.Thisis a pointthat is oftennot properlyunderstood. Themodern Standard Model explanation of mass is satisfied if it can balance the calculated energies with the measured masses (asin the proton)but merely equating energy andmass does not explaininertia.Returning to our epistemology of observables, it is the inertia reaction 
(where we have, for simplicity, not explicitly, expressed the polarization). Using generalized mode coordinates analogous to momentum (Pk) and position (Qk) in tile manner of (A2ab) above one can write Ak and A[ as r 2 _1
In termsof these variables, thesingle-mode phase-averaged energy is The intensity of any physical field, such as the electromagnetic field, is associated with an energy density; therefore the average field intensity over some small volume is associated with a total energy. The Heisenberg uncertainty relation (in the /kENt form) requires that this total energy be uncertain, in inverse proportion to the length of time over which it obtains. This uncertainty requires fluctuations in the field intensity, from one such small volume to another, and from one increment of time to the next; fluctuations which must entail fluctuations in the fields themselves, which must be seen to be more intense as the spatial and temporal resolution increases.
In the more formal and rigorous approach of quantmn field theory, the quantization of the electromagnetic field is done "by the association of a quantum-mechanical harmonic oscillator with each mode. 
where _c is a postulated cutoff in fi'equency. In conventional GRT, this zero-point energy density must be a source of gravity. This conflicts with astrophysical observations such as the size, age, and Another approach is more phenomenological in content. It comes fl'om GRT, though its quantumfield-theoretic interpretation is usually connected to the Dirac vacuum approach. This technique uses the "cosmological constant" of the Einstein equation to absorb or cancel the effects of an arbitrary energy density. This will be discussed in more detail in a later section; for now it is sufficient to note that both of these approaches require cancellation of opposed densities to an utterly fantastic degree of precision. One might try taking the position that tile zero-point energy nmst be merely a nmthematieal artifact of theory. It is sometimes argued, for example, that the zero-point energy is merely equivalent to an arbitrary additive potential energy constant. Indeed, the potential energy at the surface of the earth can take on any arbitrary value, but the falling of an object clearly demonstrates the reality of a potential energy field, the gradient of which is equal to a force. No one would argue that there is no such thing as potential energy simply because it has no well-defined absolute value. Similarly, gradients of the zero-point energy manifest as measurable Casimir forces, which indicates the reality of this sea of energy as well. Unlike the potential energy, however, the zero-point energy is not a floating value with no intrinsically defined reference level. On the contrary, the sumnaation of modes tells us precisely how much energy each mode must contribute to this field, and that energy density nmst be present unless something else in nature conspires to cancel it. Further arguments for the physical reality of zero-point fluctuations will also be addressed in later sections.
For the current introductory purposes we may simply observe that Adler et al. (1) GIRT note that an accelerating reference frame will see a space-time metric corresponding to a gravitational field pervading all space. This is quite unsurprising since the accelerating observer sees the entire Universe accelerating relative to itself, and how better to explain this than by a cosmic gravitational field? The
Machian element comes in only when one requires that the source of this cosmic field should be the overall mass distribution of the cosmos, rather than an intrinsic property of spacetime.
Regardless of the source of the cosmic gravitational field, an object held at rest in it --that is to say, any massive object sharing the motion of the accelerating reference frame --will, of course, exert weight ou whatever agency is holding it, at rest. Iu the reference fl'ame of the cosmos, on the other hal]d, the accelerating body is exerting the expected inertial reaction force on whatever agency is causing it. to accelerate. Have we explained inertia via the cosmic gravitational field?
Unfortunately, the standard geometrical approach to GIRT says otherwise.
In the presence of a gravitational field, an unconstrained body must fall freely along a geodesic path.
To alter its motion from this spontaneous condition, one nmst apply a force to it, creating an acceleration which will be noted by, for example, any accelerometer rigidly mounted on the body. WM go on in section 3.4 to discuss an argument by Nordtvedt (lr) concerning frame dragging in translational acceleration.
They present as their eq. 3.7 the relation: This problem was attacked and a confirmatory result emerged fiom the calculations. After approaching the problem in four different ways. as detailed in RH, it was in all four ways clearly found that an anisotropy appeared in the ZPF Poynting vector and hence that an anisotropy appeared in the flux of momentum density. More than that, the anisotropy in the Poynting vector was of the precise form to produce a radiation pressure opposite to the acceleration and proportional to it in the subrelativistic case, and also extended properly to the standard relativistic form of the inertial reaction 4-force at large speeds.
In their section 2.1 \VM attempted to do two things, both of which were commendable in principle.
First, they tried to present a simplified pedagogical view that would clearly illustrate the physics of the situation analyzed in the calculations presented in HRP and RH. Second, they attempted to relate the analysis of RH to that of HRP so that the physics of the inherent connection could easily be seen. We must report, however, that they were unfortunately unsuccessful in both of these endeavors. The main point of this part of their presentation in this respect was to replace eqs. (26) to (28) of HRP by the very simple proportionality relationship between the electric field E=p and the velocity v of vibration of the subparticle component in the instantaneous inertial frame of reference at particle proper time r, in the form of WM eq. 2.1:
This enormous simplification had the following consequences:
(i) All E-field frequency components and all components in all directions seemed to contribute with the same weight to the instantaneous velocity of the subparticle, contrary to the facts.
(ii) All those contributions appeared to come exactly' in phase, contrary to the facts.
(iii) As a consequence of (i) and (ii) we get the physically very surprising feature that the electric field force was proportional to the velocity. Aftersucha disastrous startin thefirstequation, it istempting to simplydiscard theentiretyofWM's subsequent argument. In particular, since WMeq.2.3depends ontile inaccurate 2.1,it isitselfinvalid, and allconclusions drawn fromit aresuspect. However, thereareadditional andindependent errorsin theWM analysis whichmeritseparate comment.
"Toreprise brieflytiledevelopment oftileHllP/RH argument given above: Theinertialike reaction force appearing attheendoftheHRPderivation implies thenecessary existence ofananisotropy in tileaccelerated ZPF.However, earlier workin vacuum scalar fieldsfoundnosuchanisotropy. RHtherefore investigated the existence ofsuchanisotropy in vectorfields, andfounda netPoynting vectorin accelerated vectorZPFby fourseparate linesof argument.
However, in RHnodetails onthe particle wereusedsince theanalysis concentraed onthefields.The Povnting vectorappears in theaccelerated ZPFregardless of anyentitythat mayinteractwith it. That int_raction wasintroduced onlyat theend,in the formof a normalizing function7/(_ ) thatquantified tile momentum density passed totheaccelerated object, atevery fl'equency. In contrast, theoriginal HRPanalysis modeled thisinteraction in great detail.In thiscK_e theginstein-Hopf model wasused, whichimplied onlya first-order iterative solution andhence some degree ofapproxhnation. 
The bare mass problem
In the discussion subsequent to their eq. 2.8 WM discuss the apparent circularity of using F = 2e"/3moc a, with a contribution from a "bare" mass m0 with presumed inertial effects, in the HRP derivation that purports to identify" the source of inertial mass. This is a valid criticism, which suggests that a reworking of the formalism is desirable. In fact the later work of RH presents such a reworking, with no reference to unobservable "bare" masses.
Quark and hadron masses
The extended discussion WM conduct in their section 2.2 on this issue implies the general mass-equivalence problem which, as noted above, is a valid concern and an unmet challenge for the ZPF-inertia theory. However, the specific points made by WM are, as they themselves point out, largely answered by HRP; and their rebuttal of this answer appears to misunderstand it. As is clearly indicated in the text WM choose to quote, the authors explicitly propose a revised formalism in which the interaction is assumed to be dominated by a resonance frequency w0, determined by' the particle dynamics, rather than the ZPF cutoff frequency co_.
WM respond to this proposed model by' asserting:
Well, aa_ isn't a "resonance" frequency.
It is the upper limit in the integration over the frequency spectrum of the ZPF, and if that limit is not imposed, the result of that integration, and the inertial mass oftheparticle, is infiniteirrespective ofanyresonances that maybepresent at finite fl-equencies. Remember, thespectral energy density of the ZPFgoesas,j3 so invoking a "low" frequency resonance will not suppress the cutoffunless thecutoffis assumed to lie quiteclose to theresonance frequency. Butthiscounterargument isclearly withoutmerit.Anyresonant phenonmnon witha frequency response thatfallsoffsharply enough for(,, > _,'0 will have a converging and therefore finite integral in tile reactionforce calculation.
And the criterion for "sharply enough" is much less stringent than WM seem to imagine.
HRP present, in their eq. (3), the spectral energy density of the ZPF in an accelerated frame. \Ve reproduce this equation (aside from a common factor d_' on both sides) here:
p(w> = _--g75ca 1 + (_cc) + e 2_'/°-1 "
\Ve can see that there are four terms when this expression is multiplied out. One has _3 spectral dependence and is in fact the unaltered h_a/2rr2c3 ZPF spectrum itself. This means that an accelerated reDrence frame contains the same ZPF as in an inertial frame, plus three new components. Of these three, one is the thermal bath identified with the Davies-Unruh effect, one is not thermal but is, like thermal radiation, suppressed as e -_' for large w', and the third and last has a spectral dependence of co. It is this last term, varying as w', not w3, which HRP propose as the source of the reaction force in their discussion consequent to this fornmla. If we assume then that the radiation term responsible for the reaction force has a frequency dependence of,_,, it follows naturally that any resonance centered on a Dequency _'0 will have a finite total reaction force integral, even in the limit w_ --+ :x_, so long as its frequency response falls off faster than co-2 for _ >> w0. Even if we retain the assumption that tile inertial reaction force derives from the full ZPF spectrum with its _,3 energy density, a resonance falling off faster than w -4 will remain finite regardless of cutoff.
This point incidentally answers the objection WM raise to the notion of changes in resonance being responsible for the inertial mass of a proton. They object that, since the scale of a proton is 20 orders of magnitude larger than the Planck length, resonances due to tile proton's structure are 20 orders of magnitude lower in flequency than the cutoff _,_. But we have just seen that the cutoff frequncy is irrelevant. The difference between the electron mass of .511 MeV, the quark mass of _10 MeV, and the hadron mass of _940 MEV can, at least in principle be accomodated by particle-specific resonances. These would ahnost certainly be different for a bound triplet of particles than some linear summation of individual resonances for three unbound particles. If tile e]ectron has a resonant frequency w'_, we nmst presume that a "free" quark has a resonant fl'equency _'q _ 20_'e to account for their mass difference. The term "free" is used loosely, since of course color confinement demands that there really is no such thing as a free quark. \Vhat is commonly reported as quark mass is inferred from high-energy collisions between various sorts of projectiles and components within hadrons; the phenomenon of "asymptotic freedom" in quantum chromodynamics means that in such highenergy interactions the quark is little constrained by the color force and behaves ahnost as a fl'ee particle. On the other hand, in the low-energy state of an unexcited proton or neutron, the quarks are presumably distributed as widely as is consistent with color confinement --if they were more closely clustered than necessary, the resulting momentum uncertainty would equate to excess internal energy which would swiftly be emitted as gamma rays or possibly other particles. In the normal conditions within a proton or neutron, then, we would expect quarks to be strongly bound by the color force; and thus, there is plausible justification in principle for their resonance at a frequency wp _ 30a' v. 
